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precipice, at the bottom of which the patch 
of snow I was aiming at lay ; but would the 

descent of the precipice be. practicable? 
If not, could I reach the topmost rim? I 
feared not ; for the ascent is so steep and 

rocky that to climb it would require ladders 
and ropes, with which I was not provided. 

There remained then the direct route to the 

spot. The ground was almost level, but 
immense detached rocks encumbered the 
way and prevented my seeing what was 
beyond them. However, I determined to 
take this direction, so bade Tofiki ‘kua 
heri’ (good-bye), telling him I should be 
back with him before long, I went on; but 

it was hard work, breathing being so 
difficult that I had to pause at every few 
steps for breath. The sensations, too, 
which came over me at the idea of the 
profound solitude, of standing on heights 

to which no human being had ever before 
ascended, were overpowering. The situa- 
tion was appalling, there was a grandeur 
and magnificence about the surroundings 
which were almost too much for me; instead 
of exhilarating they were oppressive. 

I had not gone far, however, before I 
came to a tremendous gulf, dropping 
almost sheer down between myself and 
the patch of snow to which I hoped I was 
making my way. This gulf was all that 
now remained between myself and it, but 
what an att! The snow was on a level 
with my eye, but my arm was too short to 
reach it. My heart sank ; but before I had 
time fairly to scan the position, my eyes 
rested upon snow at my very feet! There 
it lay upon the rocks below me in shining 
masses, looking like newly-washed and 
sleeping sheep! Hurrah! I cannot de- 
scribe the sensations that thrilled my heart 
at that moment. Hurrah! I thought of 
Tofiki, Returning a short distance, I called 
to him at the top of my voice, and in a 
little while he made his appearance, looking 
horrified. What had I seen? Strengthless 
as he was, my cries went through him like 
an arrow, and gave him new vigour. He 
expected to find me in the hands of some 
monster, about to be tossed into some 
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abysmal depth! Reaching the spot where 
I had seen the snow, he exclaimed, ‘There 
is snow! What more do you want, Buana?’ 
‘Nothing,’ I observed, ‘but we must 
carry some of it away.’ It was frozen as 
hard as the rock itself, but with the spiked 
end of the spear I carried I broke off 
several large masses. Tofiki put them 
into his blanket, slung them over his 
shoulders, and away we went downhill in 
triumph! I made the more haste as my 
head was so giddy I was afraid of swooning. 
Tofiki, too, looked wild and strange; and 
besides this, as noon was approaching, the 
mist would soon come sweeping up the 
mountain and make it difficult for us to 
find our party. As it was, we followed 
down our footprints in the sand, and, 
coming to the rocky region, steered our 
course by the smoke which rose from the 
fires of our people. Reaching our party, 
they looked at us inquiringly, as much as 
to say, ‘Well, what success?’ Tofiki 
threw down the burden of snow, saying, 
‘There’s the white stuff; look at it. Kibo 
is beaten at last!’ When I took the 
snow and began crunching it, as if it were 
the greatest delicacy, the men looked at 
each other as much as to say, ‘What 
uganga is the Mzungu up to now?’ while 
some said, ‘Who ever saw a man eating 
stones before?’ Alkma stared and gaped, 
looked first at the snow and then at me; 

but remained dumb with astonishment. 
‘Luma (eat) yourself, I said. He looked 
afraid, but after a while, putting it to his 
mouth, he instantly shouted, ‘Mringa! 
mringa ! (water! water!) Let us take it to 
the mange!’ ‘Yes,’ said my guide; ‘and 
I shall take some to the coast, where 
I shall sell it for medicine! Everybody 
will want a piece of the white stuff that 

I told them it 

would melt before we could reach Moche ; 
but they smiled incredulously, saying, ‘Who 
ever heard of stones melting?’ It was 
broken up and put into one of the cala- 
bashes. Tofiki and I were feeling all right 
again now; no sooner had we entered 
the lower stratum of the atmosphere than


